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Double photoionization of atomic helium and its isoelectronic partners at x-ray energies
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A simple and accurate procedure for calculating the rate of double photoionization of "two-electron"
systems at very high photon energies is presented. Arguments are given to support the validity of the
method used. In particular, we show that the many-body perturbation theory diagrams depend asymp-
totically on the choice of the gauge for the electric dipole operator. The ratio of double-to-single ion-
ization is calculated to be 1.68% in agreement with the recent synchrotron measurements. For H
and Li+, we predict ratios of 1.51% and 0.89%, respectively.

PACS number(s): 32.80.Fb, 32.70.Cs, 32.30.Rj
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where e is the energy available to the photoelectron in
atomic units and C(ls) is a proportionality constant
whose value was determined to be 287.6. Dalgarno and
Stewart [5] showed that using the acceleration form of
the electric dipole operator, a simple formula is obtained
for this constant in the high-energy photon limit as

C(ns) = (&e(rl, r2)~B(r2)(u„, (r~))), (2)
512~Z'
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where Z is the nuclear charge, u„,(r) is the usual hydro-
genic radial wave function, and +(rt, r2) is the initial

There has been increased activity in the past year on
double ionization of atoms by light absorption. Levin et
al. [1] measured the rate for double ionization of He atom
by synchrotron light at an energy of 2.8 keV. They found
it to be 1.6% 0.3% of the single ionization cross section
in agreement with recent calculations using many-body
perturbation theory (MBPT) by Ishihara, Hino, and
McGuire (IHM) [2] which yielded a ratio of 1.6%. IHM
argued that the success of earlier calculations [3-6] in

predicting a similar ratio for double-to-single ionization
was fortuitous as they all omitted a significant part of the
physics of the process.

This omitted but seemingly substantial contribution to
the total ionization ratio arises, in the language of MBPT,
from the strong residual electron-electron interaction fol-
lowing the absorption of photons by one electron in the
ground state. This process, known as the two-step one
(TS1), was calculated by IHM to produce a significant
ionization amplitude as a function of photon energy.

In this Rapid Communication, we argue for the general
validity and accuracy of the previous results and show
that in the limit of high photon energies, the electron-
electron correlation in the initial-state wave function is all
that is needed to account for the observation, provided the
acceleration form of the dipole operator is used.

It was shown by Kabir and Salpeter [7] that the asymp-
totic limit of the single ionization oscillator strength of
helium, leaving behind the ground ionic state of He+ (1s),
behaves as

ground wave function for the two-electron atom or ion.
They obtained an asymptotic dependence of df+/Ck
-C(ls)(2k) 1 upon using the Born wave function for
the final state. (The extra weak dependence on energy
[see Eq. (1)] comes from the logarithmic phase of the
Coulomb function. ) It is important to note that using the
length form of the electric dipole operator with the Born
wave function yields an incorrect e dependence of the
oscillator strength with energy. In addition, for the in-
teresting cases of He and H, the dipole mixing of the ex-
cited states (caused by the angular momentum degenera-
cy) may be neglected as the higher angular momentum
states contribute an additional factor of k ' to Eq. (1).
Using a sum rule, Dalgarno and Stewart showed that

C—=g C(ns)+ „C(k's)dk'

512ÃZ
&~~(., 0) ~'&.

3
(3)

Equation (3) is particularly useful in that (a) only a
"good" representation of the initial-state wave function is
needed to calculate accurately the sum and (b) this sum
includes the contribution from double ionization.

The ratio of the double-to-single ionization cross section
is given asymptotically by

Q„C(ns)R=l-
C

4

We have calculated C(ns) and C using for +(r~, r2) the
parametric correlated representation of Hart and Herz-
berg [8] for the ground state of H, He, and Li+. The
results are listed in Table I. We find C=309.15, 6.98,
and 2484.56 and C(ls) =287.30, 4. 12, and 2557.35, re-
spectively, for He, H, and Li+. The higher C(ns) fall
oA as n . Table I shows a large fractional oscillator
strength in the H(n =2) state. It is caused in part by the
presence of the broad shape resonance just above the
H(n =2) threshold which decays predominantly to the
H(n=2) continuum [9]. Also shown in Table I are the
results of the independent-particle approximation for the
ground-state wave function of He using a screened charge
of (Z —

1'6 ). The result R=0.73% is the shake limit for
which IHM give a value of R=0.55%.
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TABLE I. Ratio of C(ns)/C and R for negative hydrogen
ion, helium, and lithium singly charged positive ion.

a result known for the photoionization of hydrogen [12].
In the acceleration gauge, d =1/r and

1

2

3
4
5

6) 7

R(%)

H

0.5910
0.3885
0.0031
0.0011
0.0005
0.0003
0.0002

1.51

He

0.9294
0.0445
0.0055
0.0018
0.0008
0.0005
0.0007

1.68

He (shake)

0.9786
0.0110
0.0018
0.0006
0.0003
0.0002
0.0002

0.730

0.9715
0.0156
0.0024
0.0008
0.0004
0.0002
0.0002

0.890

M" cx'k '/ ap j&(p)dp+a~k '„pj ~(p)dp

(10)

It is straightforward to see that the leading term in M
already contains the correct nonvanishing asymptotic be-
havior as the integral over j~(p) reduces to a ratio of I

functions [11]and therefore

ocx:s ~M"~ -s

rji (kl'), (5)

where e =k /2 in atomic units. Since we are interested in

the limit of high frequency (or momentum), matrix ele-
ments involving the dipole operator connecting the final

state to the ground state y;, M=(y, ~d~y;) will oscillate
rapidly and the important contributions will therefore
come from kr= l. It therefore seems plausible to expand
the initial bound wave function ter; near the nucleus [10]

y; =apr+a)r +

Then, in the length gauge, d =r, and

(6)

The double-to-single ionization ratios R are respectively
1.68%, 1.51%, and 0.89% for He, H, and Li+. The
value for helium agrees with the experimental observation
and the MBPT calculations. (The value of R for helium
differs from that obtained from the numerical data of Dal-
garno and Ewart [6] which appear to contain an error for
He. )

In the following, we present arguments to demonstrate
that the leading term in the expansion of inverse powers of
energy of the electric dipole matrix element in the length

gauge will be either exactly zero or give the wrong asymp-
totic dependence with photon frequency. To this end, we

assume that the final one-electron radial wave function
can be cast in the form of an energy normalized spherical
Bessel function of unit angular momentum,

1/2
2k

Pn =Wn+ZaniIrn ~

0 (12)

where y, is the exact eigenfunction of the two-electron
Hamiltonian in the final state, we may write the transition
matrix element Qp, as

Qo =Qo +Zangn

Qo Qo +Z Q

(E„—Ep)'
Qo. =Qo.+Ra.gn. ,

n

where I stands for the ionization potential and the super-
scripts L, V, and A refer to the length, velocity, and ac-
celeration forms of the electric dipole operator [13]. We
assume that a„are sma11 such that higher-order correc-
tions are negligible. Note also that the matrix element

gp is defined such that it is independent of the choice of
the gauge for the transition operator, i.e. , it is defined as
the matrix element of d between the "exact" initial

discrete function + and the continuum wave function y, .

In the limit as s

Qo. =Qo.+Ra.g-,

An alternative argument can be given to demonstrate
that the derivation of Eqs. (2)-(4) is asymptotically ex-
act. If we expand the approximate wave function of heli-
um in the final state, y, (r~, rq), in terms of the complete
set of exact eigenfunctions y„(r~, rq)

M ~Lk'/ j ~(kr)r (ao+a~r+ )dr.

Making the substitution p =kr,
r

(7a)
Qo, =Qp, +—Qa„Q„,(E„—Ep),1

n

(14)

ML=k 9 a
~ p j~(p)dp tx k (8)Jp

The photoionization cross section now behaves asymptoti-
cally as

rrcx: r.lML~ ~ (9)

M ~k / ap p j&(p)dp+a~k '
p j~(p)dp

(7b)

Note that the first term of the expansion in (7b) in-

volves an integral which is identically zero [11]. We
therefore have to go to the next term to obtain the leading
energy exponent,

Qo, =Qp, +—g a„Q„,(E„—Eo)l

8 n

The above relations assert that for large photon energies
the error in the length form of the matrix element remains
unaltered whereas in the velocity and acceleration forms
the error drops as e ' and e, respectively.

IHM claimed that this asymptotic method ignores the
contribution from a specific group of MBPT diagrams.
We now illustrate how the diff'erent MBPT diagrams are
gauge dependent, i.e., their behavior with energy (at least

asymptotically) depends on the different forms of the di-

pole operator.
The definition of the TS1 amplitude as
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1
~TSAR

= Ps ~s
remaining integral over a can be carried out analytically
to give the "partial" TS1 cross section as

allows us to extract the asymptotic energy dependence of
the TS1 process, using for the final state continuum wave
function

ilt, —k ' (kri) ji(kri)f(k'rz)+(1 2)

where d=l/r~. We write the out-going wave radial
Green function as

G,+(ri, ri) =kriji(kr~)e'

—=F(kri, kri),
where the notations have the usual meaning. For the
electron-electron interaction potential, we use the mono-
pole approximation following Vegh and Burgdorfer [14].

By making the substitution of the conjugate product
p=kr~ and p'=krt, the Green function introduces no en-

ergy factor to the asymptotic form of Eq. (15). The
electron-electron interaction and the electric dipole opera-
tors contribute a combined k dependence upon the
change of variable. Integrals over ri and r~ give a k
energy factor. The other integral over r2 contains a piece
of the final state f(k'r2) and a part of the ground-state
wave function. Now since the two electrons occupy very
diA'erent regions of the phase space, i.e., one electron car-
ries off essentially all the photon energy such that k »k',
then one can make the same small-r expansion for f(k 'rz)
as was done in Eq. (6). The initial bound wave function
can also be expanded near the origin as 9'(ri, rz)
=(aok 'p)(bor2) so that the r2 integral contributes
k'k to the asymptotic form of Eq. (15).

The TS I amplitude squared is then proportional to

o" cz: cu a ~sCk- cu ca =e (18)OTs& a-

whereas the same analysis using the length form of the
dipole operator yields crTsi-e . [This point was in-
dependently suggested by Amusia (see Ref. 16 of IHM). ]
Thus, in the acceleration gauge, the TS1 diagram does not
contribute to the asymptotic form of the single and double
ionization cross sections.

It is worthwhile to note that in the velocity gauge [4,7],
the accuracy of the results rests crucially on the cusp
condition at the nucleus, i.e., (c)%'/c)r2)„-o. For helium,
this condition for the cusp is equal to (c]0/c)r2)„,-o
= —2@(ri,r2=0). Thus if the ground-state correlated
wave function deviates from the cusp ratio of —2, the re-
sults can vary substantially [4].

In summary, we have shown, using simple arguments,
that asymptotically exact estimates for the double photo-
ionization rates of two-electron systems can be obtained.
This method recognizes that the region for the high-
energy photon interaction with the electrons is confined to
a small volume near the nucleus of the order r-e 't so
that the only relevant dynamic two-electron correlation is
contained in the initial ground-state configuration. It is
demonstrated that the MBPT diagrams are asymptotical-
ly gauge dependent and that the TSI "partial" cross sec-
tion diminishes more rapidly with photon frequency in the
acceleration gauge than in the length gauge.

Note added. After this work was completed, we be-
came aware of a new experiment [15] in which the photon
energy range was extended considerably beyond 2.8 keV
(2 to 12 keV) with the result that to within experimental
error the ratio is a constant 1.5 ~ 0.2%.

At each photon energy, co, the total double ionization rate
is proportional to the integral of the matrix element in
(17) over e and e' such that the energy conservation law
co+I=a+ad' is satisfied. (Recall that k2-2e and k'2
=2e'. ) Owing to this fact, one integral goes away and the
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